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DISCUSSION EVENING—ALL WELCOME

Tuesday 17 March 2015
5.30 to 7.30pm
At the UNAA(SA) Office: 57/81 Carrington Street, Adelaide

SPEAKER: Br. Peter Faulkner
SUBJECT:

TREASURES OF THE FLINDERS
RANGES

International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies, 2015.
When a new UN International Year
is announced one often begins with a
sense of wonderment as to why that
specific topic has been chosen. I find
the best step I can take to understand
why comes from looking at the enabling resolution.
It is hard to improve on the words of
a carefully drafted resolution, and here
are the key clauses explaining why
2015 has been chosen.

optics, agriculture, mining, astronomy,
architecture, archaeology, entertainment, art and culture, as well as many
other industries and services, and that
light-based technologies contribute
to the fulfilment of internationally
agreed development goals, including
by providing access to information
and increasing societal health and
well-being,

Extract from Resolution 68/221
Recognizing the importance of light and lightbased technologies in the
lives of the citizens of the
world and for the future
development of global
society on many levels,
Stressing that enhanced
global awareness of and
increased education in the
science and technologies of
light are vital for addressing challenges such as sustainable
development, energy and community
health, as well as for improving the
quality of life in both developed and
developing countries,
Considering that the applications of
light science and technology are vital
for existing and future advances in,
inter alia, medicine, energy, information and communications, fibre

Considering also that technology and
design can play an important role in
the achievement of greater energy efficiency, in particular by limiting energy
waste, and in the reduction of light
pollution, which is key to the preservation of dark skies,
Noting that 2015 coincides with the
anniversaries of a series of important
milestones in the history of the science
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UN Resolution 68/221.

of light, including the works on optics
by Ibn Al-Haytham in 1015, the notion
of light as a wave proposed by Fresnel
in 1815, the electromagnetic theory
of light propagation proposed by
Maxwell in 1865 , Einstein’s theory of
the photoelectric effect in 1905 and of
the embedding of light in cosmology
through general relativity in 1915, the
discovery of the cosmic microwave
background by Penzias
and Wilson and Kao’s
achievements concerning the transmission of
light in fibres for optical
communication, both in
1965,
Considering that the celebration of the anniversaries of these discoveries
in 2015 would provide an
important opportunity
to highlight the continuous nature of scientific
discovery in different
contexts, with particular
emphasis on women’s empowerment
in the science sector and on promoting
science education among young people, especially in developing countries,

The Notable Anniversaries
Looking at the anniversaries
mentioned, we begin with a 1,000th
anniversary of an important discovery,
followed by a number of other anniversaries falling in 2015, suggesting we
PAGE 1
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should look at them in
a little more detail.

preciated, the paper was
never published.

Ibn Al-Haytham
in 1015: vision by
light entering the eye

Maxwell 1865: The
electromagnetic theory of light.

to include acceleration in the theory
and published his theory of general
relativity in 1915. In it, he determined
that massive objects cause a distortion
in space-time, which is felt as gravity.

Wikipedia tells us
that The Book of Optics is a seven-volume
treatise on optics and
other fields of study
composed by the medieval Arab scholar Ibn
al-Haytham, known
in the West as Alhazen
(965– c. 1040 AD).

Wikipedia tells us that
Maxwell’s most notable
achievement was to
formulate the classical
theory of electromagnetic radiation, bringing
together for the first time
electricity, magnetism,
and light as manifestations of the same
phenomenon. Maxwell’s
In The Book of
Optics experimental
Latin translation of Book of Optics, equations for electromagnetism have been
cover page
arguments were offered
called the “second great
against the widely held
unification in physics” after the first
extramission theory of vision (as held
one realised by Isaac Newton.
by Euclid in his Optica) whereby it
was thought that vision and light was
emitted from the eyes, and in favour
of intromission theory, as supported
by thinkers such as Aristotle, where
it is held that vision takes place by
light entering the eye. Alhazen’s work
transformed the way in which light
and vision was understood, earning
him the title the “father of modern
optics”.

Fresnel 1815: The wave theory of
light
A French Physicist, Fresnel is best
known for his invention of compound
lenses used to transform the radiance
of light houses. His fundamental work
on light was little recognised during
his lifetime.
Fresnel began his research on optics
in 1814. He conducted experiments
and observations using his devices
to study diffraction and interference
fringes, which led him to believe that
the ‘wave theory of light’ proposed by
English physicist, Thomas Young, was
right. He presented his findings on the
aberration of light to the French Academy of Sciences, in 1815; though ap-

USSR stamp dedicated to Albert Einstein

“Although instruments can neither
see nor measure space-time, several of
the phenomena predicted by its warping have been confirmed.”

Penzias and Wilson: The cosmic
microwave background 1965
Published in 1965 the accidental
discovery of cosmic microwave background radiation is a major development in modern physical cosmology.
Although predicted by earlier theories,
it was first found accidentally by Arno
Penzias and Robert Woodrow Wilson
as they experimented with the Holm-

James and Katherine Maxwell, 1869

With the publication of A Dynamical
Theory of the Electromagnetic Field in
1865, Maxwell demonstrated that electric and magnetic fields travel through
space as waves moving at the speed
of light. Maxwell proposed that light
is an undulation in the same medium
that is the cause of electric and magnetic phenomena. The unification of
light and electrical phenomena led to
the prediction of the existence of radio
waves.

Albert Einstein 1905—1915 The
photoelectric effect, and the theory
of relativity
Space.com tells us that “In 1905,
Albert Einstein determined that the
laws of physics are the same for all
non-accelerating observers, and that
the speed of light in a vacuum was
independent of the motion of all observers. This was the theory of special
relativity. It introduced a new framework for all of physics and proposed
new concepts of space and time.
Fresnel Lighthouse lens
UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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Holmdel Horn Antenna.

del Horn Antenna. The discovery was
evidence for an expanding universe.

Kao: The transmission of light in
optical fibres 1965
The Honourable Sir Charles Kuen
Kao, is a Chinese-born Hong Kong,
American and British electrical engineer and physicist who pioneered
in the development and use of fibre.
He is known as the “Godfather of
Broadband”, “Father of Fibre Optics
or “Father of Fibre Optic Communications”.
During 2015 we will look to celebrate the Year of Light, and to remember these anniversaries of some of the
great contributions to our understanding of this important part of the world
in which we live.
John Crawford
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DISCUSSION EVENING—ALL WELCOME

Tuesday 17 March 2015,
5.30 to 7.30pm
At the UNAA(SA) Office: 57/81 Carrington Street, Adelaide

SPEAKER: Br. Peter Faulkner
SUBJECT:
TREASURES OF THE FLINDERS RANGES
Peter has for many years been an office volunteer and a member of our Executive Committee. While he has been disappearing for
a week or two each year to venture north with a group of friends to explore in the Flinders Ranges, this is our first opportunity to
actually learn what it is that attracts him back there so often.
Our evenings offer a great opportunity to engage our guests in informal discussion, with small numbers in attendance it provides a great opportunity
to raise questions and discuss the answers.

Leader: Peter Faulkner
Peter has just completed 10 years on the State Executive as sustainability officer]
His teaching areas have been Chemistry, Geology and
Religion (in Vic. WA and SA)
Bring your favourite Flinders Photo. Please do NOT bring
your favourite Fossil
Handle a Tourmaline Crystal
Handle a chunk of stuff ejected 300km by a Meteorite
Explain how Zebra Stone (Touch it) might have formed
See double ... through a Calcite Crystal
BIG QUESTION : Should we HIDE or Publicize the Treasures of Brachina Gorge and Nilpena Station? (not a
misprint).

Picture: -PJF puzzling over fossilized {ferruginised?)
tree-trunks at low tide South of Newcastle.

With the recent anniversary of the death of
Mahatma Gandhi (2 October 1869 – 30 January 1948)
we offer some of his Wisdom.
You must be the change you wish to see in the world
The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others
The greatness of a nation can be judged by the way its poor and its animals are treated.
It is better in prayer to have a heart without words than words without a heart
Power based on love is a thousand times more effective than a punishment-based power
UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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It’s Geography Time (and Justice)
As is appropriate, UNAA (SA) has
members -from numerous countries.
Over the past 10 years our Eleven-Person Executive has had reps from the
following countries: Cambodia, Iran,
Scotland, Zimbabwe, England, and
West Papua. Three recent volunteers
claimed Germany, Iran, and the
Philippines as their natal place, and
last month, Kurdestan. Naturally,
conversation frequently is of 'home'.
It's Geography Time (and justice) To
facilitate descriptions, Sanaz Kahlili
(Friday volunteer from Iran) visited
the Map Shop and New Internationalist. with an old member. Our office
now permanently displays Australia
and World Maps with a third panel for
movable detailed maps of 'places of interest' - with Kiribati and West Papua
the current holders.
The World Map we purchased was
of the 'equal area' Peter's projection.
Five thousand years of human history have brought us to the threshold
of a new age. It is an age typified by
science and technology, by the end of
colonial domination, and by a growing awareness of the interdependence
of all nations and all peoples Such a
moment in history demands that we
look critically at our understanding
of the world. This understanding is
based, to a significant degree, on the
work of map-makers of the age when
Europe dominated and exploited the
world. Surprisingly, maps still reflect
that bygone era.
The map in our office is the work of
the late German historian Amo Peters
(1974) and provides a helpful correction to the distortions of traditional
maps. While the Peters Map is superior in its portrayal of proportions and
sizes, its importance goes far beyond
questions of cartographic accuracy. No

Comparison of world maps showing the difference between the older Mercator projection (blue),
and the equal area of the Peter’s projection

less than our world view is at stake.
Consider the characteristics of the
Peters Map:
EQUAL AREA. This new map
shows all areas - whether countries,
continents or oceans - according to
their actual size. Accurate comparisons become possible.
EQUAL AXIS. All North South
lines run vertically on this map. Thus,
geographic points can be seen in
their precise directional relationship
- northwest, southeast, northeast or
southwest.
To most qf us brought up on Mercator’s projection, the Southern Hemisphere continents appear ‘stretched’,
‘out of shape’; but every continent is
represented with its true area. Mercator’s - and its various offshoots- is
‘Colonialist’, showing the conquering
(European) countries as being larger
than they really are.

Traditional maps, of which the Mercator illustrated on the right is one example, have tended to show countries incorrectly in proportion to one another, to
the advantage of the European colonial powers, while the southern continents
(Africa, South America, Australia) are shown far too small.

Peters World Map Projection
UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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Europe, with it. 9. 7 million sq km appear to be
larger than South America which is 17..8 million sq
km, in fact nearly twice the size of Europe.

North America appears to be considerably larger
than Africa which is 30 million sq km. In fact it is
smaller, (actually 17 million sq km).

Scandinavia and Finland, 1.1 million sq km
seems to be as large as India with 3.3 million sq
km. In fact India is three times the area of Scandinavia and Finland.
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UN calls on Member States to boost funding for post-2015 development
The world has embarked on a “crucial last stretch” to the post-2015 development agenda and towards securing
a sustainable future for all, United
Nations Deputy-Secretary-General Jan
Eliasson declared today, adding that
the international community would
finally have a chance to provide “a life
of dignity” for millions of people.
The world has embarked on a
“crucial last stretch” to the post-2015
chance to provide “a life of dignity”
for millions of people.
“There are high expectations that
the United Nations and its Member
States will be a catalyst for setting the
direction for transformative change,”
Mr. Eliasson said this morning at a
High-Level Thematic Debate on Means
of Implementation for a Transformative Post-2015 Development Agenda.
“You, the Member States, are on
the final stretch of an historic journey
to define the content of an ambitious
post-2015 development agenda.”
Addressing the debate which
opened today and will wrap up tomorrow at UN Headquarters in New York,
Mr. Eliasson reminded delegates that
2015 would witness the marking of
“three major milestones” – the Third
International Conference on Financing
for Development, to be held in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, in July; the post-2015
summit scheduled for New York, in
September; and a critical UN climate
conference set for December in Paris.
As momentum builds towards these
events, he continued, Member States
will be pressed to answer how they
plan “to deliver on these ambitious
goals.”

“It is clear that
today’s financing
and investment
patterns will not
deliver sustainable development
– even though
current global
savings are actually sufficient to
finance sustainable development
needs,” Mr.
Eliasson explained. “Intensified international
cooperation on many fronts and in
new ways is needed to change the way
finance for development works.”
This year marks the wrap up of the
landmark UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which world
leaders agreed on 15 years ago. There
has been significant progress in meeting the targets. For example, global
poverty has been halved well ahead
of the 2015 deadline; in developing
countries, 90 per cent of children now
enjoy primary education; the number
of people lacking access to improved
drinking water has halved, and the
fight against malaria and tuberculosis
has shown results, according to the
UN.
But challenges persist, and with the
deadline of the MDGs set for the end
of this year, the UN will craft a new
set of targets known as the sustainable
development goals (SDGs). Globally,
73 million young people are looking
for work and many more are trapped
in exploitative jobs. In recent years,
more than two and a half million more

children in affluent countries fell into
poverty, bringing the total above 76
million.
Echoing the Deputy-Secretary-General’s appeal for better financing to
satisfy the “ambition, breadth and
scope” of the new UN development
agenda, President of the General Assembly, Sam Kutesa, warned that the
additional funding needed to eradicate
extreme poverty ranged from $135
billion to $195 billion every two years,
while investments required in critical infrastructure projects spanning
transport, energy, water and sanitation
are estimated to cost between $5 and
$7 trillion per year. As a result, he said,
it is clear that the resources required
remained “enormous” and would
have to be “mobilized from all sources” – domestic and external to public
and private.
“The new universal development
agenda represents our collective
commitment to humankind and the
planet,” affirmed Mr. Kutesa.
“Together, we must spare no effort
to formulate and agree on a framework for development and international cooperation that improves the
everyday lives of people worldwide,
and protects the environment.
Learn more about Post-2015
Development Agenda, the Sustainable
Development Goals and “Time for
Global Action” campaign at http://
un.org.au/campaigns/major-uncampaigns/2015-time-for-globalaction/.

H.E. Mr. Sam K. Kutesa. High-level thematic debate on “Means of implementation
for a transformative post-2015 development agenda” 10 February 2015 Ms. Jennifer Musisi, Executive Director, Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA).
Photo/Martin Dixon
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Learn more about the High-level
Thematic Debate on Means of
Implementation for a Transformative
Post-2015 Development Agenda here
http://www.un.org/pga/090215_hldebate-means-implementationtransformative-post-2015development-agenda/
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DARK EMU . . . By Bruce Pascoe, Book Review — Peter Faulkner
In the words of the author: “If we look at the evidence presented by the explorers, and explain to our children that Aboriginal
people did build houses, did build dams, did sow, irrigate and till the land, did sow their clothes, and did construct a system of
pan-continental government that generated peace and prosperity, then it is likely you will like and love our land all the more”
I am not an expert in Aboriginality, but have some sense of the strivings and difficulties of that people having taught in ’92
at the all-Aboriginal Nulungu College in Broome, and having worked with them in numerous small projects since. Even so,
Pascoe’s book shattered my preconceptions rudely.
Pascoe has written at least
eight major works including
three novels gaining prizes—including the 2013 P.M.’s Award.
Currently he lives in Gippsland
where he is working on two films
for ABC TV. He has a Bunyerong
/Tasmanian Heritage and is a
most careful researcher (I note
eleven pp of Bibliography!)

Pascoe puts forward a compelling argument
for a reconsideration of the hunter-gatherer label for pre-colonial Aboriginal Australians. The
evidence insists that Aboriginal people right
across the continent were using domesticated
plants, sowing, harvesting, irrigating and storing - behaviours inconsistent with the hunter
gatherer tag.

The Title: Whereas Europeans look at the Stars, Aboriginal People also see the spaces
(Creator Spirit Emu in this instance). What follows is not a
normal Book Review. Dark EMU is tightly written and so
replete with facts that one page cannot do justice to it. Rather,
this is an appeal to all right-minded people to read these 150
pp thoughtfully. ‘’The Emu is inextricably linked to our wide
grasslands. The fate of the emu, people and grain are locked

in step because for Aboriginal
people the economy and the spirit
are inseparable.”
Brewarrina, NW NSW, has
example of elaborate fish traps,
with its backing of social organisation. Sturt 1849, and Morieson,
2009, have superb evidence near
Bendigo of deep, high capacity
wells. Areas of medium to low
rainfall favoured grain crops

Bruce Pascoe. Photograph courtesy Kim Batterham

such as barley grass, whereas yams were the staple
in moist areas. In an area of great summer heat and
extreme aridity near Lake Torrens, Sturt saw in ‘45 the
harvesting of Panicum laevinode by people from comfortable houses while his own team were dying (Poole} of
starvation. Here the locals had produced grain surplus
to their needs. This is an important social and economic
achievement
(one of the true
characteristics
of sedentary
farming).
Nardoo and
onion grass
also came
within their
ken. King, of
the B.& Wills
expedition,
estimated at
four tons the
amount of
food he saw
in one house.
Herding,
corralling
and harvesting of young
water-birds
was practised
at times.
Wells at Kooyoora National Park near
Bendigo, Victoria. Photograph Lyn Harwood

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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Baiame, the creator Spirit Emu,
left the earth after its creation
to reside as a dark shape in the
Milky Way. The emu is inextricably linked with the wide
grasslands of Australia, the
landscape managed by Aboriginals. The fate of the emu, people
and grain are locked in step
because for Aboriginal people
the economy and the spirit are
inseparable.
Europeans stare at the stars
but Aboriginal people also see
the spaces in between where the
Spirit Emu resides.

Seed head of the yam daisy.
Photo Beth Gott

When Darwin’s Theory was put
forward it gave comfort to those who
believed it was their right and duty to
‘invade’. Chas Darwin’s fateful confusion of natural history and human
history would be exploited fatally by
others.
The explorers, Mitchell, Sturt and
others, were detailed observers. ‘’To
understand how Europeans’ assumptions selectively filtered the information brought to them by the explorers
is to see how we came to have the
history of the country we accept today.
Few (observers) were here to marvel
at a new civilisation; they were here
to replace it!” Intricate domed stone
houses were ‘wiped off’ as hovels,
eg. Sadly, within weeks - sometimes
hours, of observing, fire destroyed the
houses, sheep and cattle the yams and
grasses, and the dams were usurped
for ‘white’ use.

Drawing of the yam and tuber.
Illustration john Conran

“I’m grateful to the ancestors
for their ingenious protection
of the land. Where else on earth
was there a civilization that
lasted more than 60,000 years
and depended on both agriculture and peace.”
Bruce Pascoe c 2014

Brewarrina: The Brewarrina fishing system in the north-west of New South
Wales is an example of a large-scale fishing operation but it also reveals the economic and social organisation needed to sustain the fishery.

Rock Engraving of Emu Dreaming Ku-ring-gai
Chase National Park, New Sputh Wales.
Photo. Barnaby Norris

Early photograph of the Brewarrina fish traps.
Henry King
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Book review by Peter Faulkner
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DID WE LEARN NOTHING?
It was the Prayer of St Francis that brought Donna to Iraq in
2003. Praying it daily and asking how she could help the Iraqi people, Donna knew when she heard a call for volunteers
to act as human shields in Iraq, her prayer was answered.
Over the last decade her commitment to live the Prayer of St
Francis has brought her to Iraq five times, as well as other
war-torn regions. As Australia returns its military forces to
Iraq, Australian Catholics spoke to Donna about the situation in the country today.
Paint us a picture of Iraq before the
2003 invasion.
Secular, sophisticated, cosmopolitan,
highly cultural, highly educated people, poetry readings by the river Tigris
...a wonderfully harmonious multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, multi-religious
community. They had a problem, and
that was Saddam. As they say, ‘We
used to have one form of violence and
terrorism.
That was Saddam. Now we have
many. We have hundreds of Saddams
now.’
What is Iraq like today?
It’s a state of anarchy. This country
has literally disintegrated before my
eyes. The whole social fabric has been
torn. A lot of families won’t send their
children to school, because they don’t
know if they’ll come home again.
Everything is now the opposite of
what it was. Nothing was gained.
What is the Iraqis’ response to Western intervention?
It’s mixed. Some Iraqis say, ‘Look,
just stop. You’re making it worse.’
Because civilians are being killed in
airstrikes. But then if you’re caught under ISIS in the north of Iraq, anything
that will help you flee safely and hold
back ISIS is welcome.
What are your thoughts on Australia
recommitting military forces in Iraq?
Many Iraqis say they would give
anything to have Saddam back in
power. I say, ‘Whoa don’t go too far ‘.
But they say, ‘No, no. We were alive .’
What an indictment that we brought
them something worse than Saddam.
After the failure and chaos that was
created by the invasion and occupation, a group like ISIS then emerges
from the ashes. Did we learn nothing?
In 2012 you completed a Master’s
degree from the Sydney University’s
Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies.
How do you propose ISIS be stopped
if not with force?
Most of ISIS are not Iraqis - they
come from other countries. They were

just waiting for an
opportunity. ISIS
arose out of political
instability in Iraq.
The way they will be
subdued is political
reconciliation in Iraq.

Eleven years after Donna Mulhearn first went to Iraq as a human
shield, she is still working tirelessly for peace.
Ruth Russell, our UNAA(SA) member representing WILPF, was
in Baghdad as a human shield with Donna Mulhearn. Both are still
strenuously “waging peace”.

ISIS is only a few
thousand guys. We
have to ask: Who is supporting them?
Who is supplying their weapons? And
stop them. It would be effective and
disempower ISIS within days. The
money that would have been spent on
missiles and bombs could be invested
into a humanitarian response.
What hope do Iraqis have for their
future?

Hope was lost some years ago.
Maybe eight or nine years ago, some
Iraqis still could see a light at the end
of the tunnel and were thinking maybe
one day when the occupiers leave,
when we have a better government,
things will be better. But, around three
or four years ago, not only have they
stopped saying that, they just say, ‘It’s
over. There’s nothing anymore.’ It’s
heartbreaking.
You travel to war-torn countries, talk
at schools, write articles and work to
change national policies. What impact
has your peace work had on you?
It’s exhausting. It’s draining. It
re-traumatises me every time. But, I’ve
just been doing it full-time non-stop
for 12 years. I have a responsibility to
the people whose stories I tell. I promised them I would tell their stories .
How do you think Australia ‘s involvement in war affects Australians?
My concern is that teenagers in Australia will think that war is inevitable
or normal. I ask Year 10 students who
Gandhi is and most of them don’t
know. Most people have a vague idea
of who Martin Luther King Jr is, but
still they can’t explain what he did
or his strategies. Gandhi and Martin
Luther King Jr were both inspired
by Jesus . So this is our story. This is
our tradition. We are the keepers of

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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this radical tradition of nonviolence :
‘Love your enemy. Do good to those
who hate you.’
Besides sending aid to Iraq, what
can Australians do to reverse the turmoil in Iraq?

We brought the war to that country
and I believe we have a responsibility
to participate in extensive decontamination work and remediation of the
environment there. We could also
contribute to researching the birth deformities, which have reached epidemic levels in some cities of Iraq. Sending
engineers and scientists rather than
troops and guns would be helpful.
We could also offer scholarships to
Iraqi students who want to study and
do training in Australia and have a
generous, targeted and well-thoughtout aid program to Iraq that would
continue for at least ten years . Finally,
we should accept Iraqis that have
sought refuge as asylum seekers and
have them settle quickly into the Australian community.
What about everyday Australians,
who feel overwhelmed and think
there’s nothing they can do to help the
Iraqi people?
Feeling overwhelmed can actually
debilitate us. We need to think about
how we can respond constructively.
That can just mean befriending an Iraqi family, writing a letter to an MP or
putting a constructive comment into a
conversation when people are disparaging Iraqis or Muslims. As St Francis
said–where there is despair, may we
bring hope. It’s a great thing to aspire
to, especially in this climate.
With permission from Michael Wilcox,
Editor of Australian Catholics.
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WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE & FREEDOM
– CENTENARY EVENTS –
SA Branch Exhibition - Kerry Packer Gallery, Hawke
Institute 6 May – 5 June ….
We will showcase 100 years of WILPF peace activism with
photos of many well known Adelaide people, so come and
relive SA’s history and our campaigns, such as Don Dunstan
publicly opposing any mining of uranium in the 1970s!
WILPF International events at The Hague, Netherlands …
22-29 April 2015 - WILPF women will be gathering back
at the Peace Palace in The Hague where their suffragette
foremothers met exactly 100 years ago to form a vision of a
world without war. This will be followed by an International
Conference at the World Forum for us to reaffirm this vision
and develop programs to achieve this aim.

WILPF Australian events in Canberra …....
Feb 22 – May 31 WILPF Centenary Exhibiton at the Canberra Museum and Gallery
April 28 – May 1 A Passion for Peace, a community
oratorio composed for our centenary by Chorus of Women to commemorate WILPF women’s peace work. www.
chorusofwomen.org
May 28 - WILPF National Peacewomen Awards, Great
Hall. University House
May 29 - Women Stop War Australian Conference, Common Room, University House May 30 – WILPF Australian
Triennial Congress, Drawing Room, University House.

Invitations to our Exhibition launch will be sent out soon.

INTERNATIONAL DAYS—February to May, 2015

Peace A/RES/67/296
FEBRUARY
mony Week A/RES/65/5
7 April Day of Remembrance of the Victims of the Rwanda
4 February World Cancer Day —
21–27 March Week of Solidarity with the Peoples Struggling
Genocide —
6 February International Day of Zero Tolerance to Female
against Racism and Racial Discrimination A/RES/34/24
7 April World Health Day [WHO] WHA/A.2/Res.35
Genital Mutilation A/RES/67/146
23–29 April 2007 UN Global Road Safety Week A/RES/60/5
12 April International Day of Human Space Flight A/
13 February World Radio Day [UNESCO] —
25–31 May Week of Solidarity with the Peoples of
RES/65/271
20 February World Day of Social Justice A/RES/62/10
Non-Self-Governing Territories A/RES/54/91
22 April International Mother Earth Day A/RES/63/278
21 February International Mother Language Day [UNES1–7 August World Breastfeeding Week [WHO]
CO] A/RES/56/262 30C/62
23 April World Book and Copyright Day Resolution 3.18 of
4–10 October World Space Week A/RES/54/68
MARCH
the 28th session of the UNESCO General Conference
24–30 October Disarmament Week A/RES/S-10/2, p. 102
1 March Zero Discrimination Day [UNAIDS] —
23 April English Language Day —
11–17 November International Week of Science and Peace
3 March World Wildlife Day A/RES/68/205
25 April World Malaria Day [WHO] —
A/RES/43/61 (The week in which 11 November falls)
8 March International Women’s Day —
26 April World Intellectual Property Day [WIPO] —
20 March International Day of Happiness A/RES/66/281
28 April World Day for Safety and Health at Work —
INTERNATIONAL YEARS 2015
21 March International Day for the Elimination of Racial
29 April Day of Remembrance for all Victims of Chemical
International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies A/
Discrimination A/RES/2142 (XXI)
Warfare —
RES/68/221
21 March World Poetry Day [UNESCO] —
30 April International Jazz Day —
International Year of Soils [FAO] A/RES/68/232
21 March International Day of Nowruz A/RES/64/253
MAY 2015
21 March World Down Syndrome Day A/RES/66/149
3 May World Press Freedom Day —
INTERNATIONAL DECADES
draft A/C.3/66/L.27
8-9 May Time of Remembrance and Reconciliation for
2015–2024 International Decade for People of African De21 March International Day of Forests and the Tree A/
Those Who Lost Their Lives During the Second World War
scent A/RES/68/237
RES/67/200
A/RES/59/26
2014–2024 United Nations Decade of Sustainable Energy
22 March World Water Day A/RES/47/193
10-11 May World Migratory Bird Day [UNEP] —
for All A/RES/67/215
23 March World Meteorological Day [WMO] WMO/EC-XII/
13 May “Vesak”, the Day of the Full Moon —
2011–2020 Third International Decade for the Eradication of
Res.6
15 May International Day of Families A/RES/47/237
Colonialism A/RES/65/119
24 March World Tuberculosis Day [WHO] WMO/EC-XII/
17 May World Telecommunication and Information Society
United Nations Decade on Biodiversity A/RES/65/161
Res.6
Day [ITU] A/RES/60/252
Decade of Action for Road Safety A/RES/64/255
24 March International Day for the Right to the Truth con21 May World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and
2010–2020 United Nations Decade for Deserts and the
cerning Gross Human Rights Violations and for the Dignity
Development A/RES/57/249
Fight against Desertification A/RES/62/195
of Victims A/RES/65/196
22 May International Day for Biological Diversity A/
2008–2017 Second United Nations Decade for the Eradica25 March International Day of Remembrance of the
RES/55/201
tion of Poverty A/RES/62/205
Victims of Slavery and the Transatlantic Slave Trade A/
23 May International Day to End Obstetric Fistula A/
2006–2016 Decade of Recovery and Sustainable DevelopRES/62/122
RES/67/147
ment of the Affected Regions
25 March International Day of Solidarity with Detained and
29 May International Day of UN Peacekeepers
(third decade after the Chernobyl disaster) A/RES/62/9
Missing Staff Members —
A/RES/57/129
2005–2015 International Decade for Action, “Water for Life”
APRIL
31 May World No-Tobacco Day [WHO] Resolution 42.19 of
A/RES/58/217
2 April World Autism Awareness Day A/RES/62/139
the 42nd session of WHO
4 April International Day for Mine Awareness and AssisFrom http://www.un.org/en/events/observances/index.shtml
tance in Mine Action A/RES/60/97
INTERNATIONAL WEEKS 2015
6 April International Day of Sport for Development and
1–7 February (First week of February) World Interfaith HarNote: The A/RES/nn/nnn references refer to the UN resolution establishing the Day etc. The full resolution can be found by an internet search for that number..
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Memorial Service for Heather Southcott AO
A service to celebrate the life of Heather Joyce Southcott
AO was held in Heather’s own church, Scots Church, on
North Terrace, Adelaide on 21st January. It was attended
by many friends who wished to pay their last respects to
an incredibly committed woman dedicated to improving
the lives of her fellow citizens. In fact, her vision was much
broader than just her local community as her work for the
United Nations Association of Australia exemplifies.
Such a beautiful sunny afternoon and the church resounding at times with the music that Heather loved so
much made the occasion so fitting. A strong representation
from the UNAA South Australian committee was there
including the president, John Crawford.
After the service there was an opportunity to view some
memorabilia associated with Heather’s life such as her
Order of Australia award. The following afternoon tea
offered an opportunity for networking, an activity that
Heather enjoyed so much.

Heather, Glen Woodward and Sheila Hill at the 2013 UN Day Dinner

STOP THE TRAFFIK to meet with Tata to end human trafficking from Assam’s tea gardens
In just a few days our friends at
STOP THE TRAFFIK are looking
to meet with Tata to discuss how
they can help end human trafficking from Assam’s tea gardens.

Recent research has shown
that the labour practices and
working conditions on the tea
plantations of Assam are fuelling
unique forms of vulnerability to
human trafficking. Men, women
and children are being deceived
with promises of a new life and
great work opportunities and are
ultimately being trafficked and exploited within cities across India.

A petition is being presented
with nearly 150,000 signatures to
call on Tata Global Beverages, the
world’s second largest tea manufacturer and owner of Tetley Tea,
to show leadership in tackling
modern slavery in Assam.
Tata prides itself on its ethics—66% of its business is owned
by charities. If they use their
influence and step up efforts to
prevent trafficking from these tea
estates, there is huge potential to end
this modern slavery.
Everywhere around the world people drink tea—over three billion cups
every day. Tea is big business in India
with approximately 10 million people

dependent on the tea industry for
their livelihood. But what we probably
don’t think about is that across the tea
estates of Assam, India, workers and
their families experience working conditions and labour practices that make
them vulnerable to human trafficking.

Thanks to pressure from activists around the world, Tata has
released a plan to address human
trafficking but it doesn’t go far
enough or address the requests.
Tata has indicated that they are
not breaking the law. Agreed, but this
is yet another situation where the law
is not enough to end human trafficking. They are calling again on Tata
to show leadership and address the
matters raised.

Pacific Nation Challenges Nine Nuclear-Armed States in Lawsuits Before the World Court
The Marshall Islands is taking USA,
Russia, France, Britain and China to
the International Court of Justice!
These nations by signing the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty in 1968
undertook to end the “arms race” at an
early date and to negotiate a treaty on”
complete disarmament”

tion’ to ban Atomic Arsenals . . similar
to those for Chemical and Biological
Weapons. He wants his own land’s
painful history to rekindle global concern about the nuclear arms situation.

The Foreign Minister of the Marshall
Islands, Tony de Brum, was a primary
school student when in 1954 he saw
the sky light up with a huge rumbling
as Castle Bravo exploded. This was the
biggest of the 67 (yes .. SIXTY SEVEN)
nuclear tests detonated on his Pacific
Island Atolls.
He, Tony, wants the court to order
the start of formal talks on a ‘Conven-

Nuclear Bombs on the Coral Reef
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Hurdles galore await the legal
action! Enforcing a favourable decision will be a major obstacle . . . . At
best, the action “will shine a light on
a serious but neglected issue” The
leader of the legal team has claimed
“All the Nuclear weapons States are
modernising their arsenals instead of
negotiating”.
At a meeting in Vienna last month
humanitarian law experts from 160 nations reiterated that nuclear arms use
was incompatible with human rights
principles and that a nuclear skirmish,
let alone a full-scale war would affect
the world’s climate to give us another
“Snow-ball” planet.

Credit: United States Department of Defense
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The view from outside glass house Australia
Andrew Hamilton | 28 January 2015

Complaints about hypocrisy are
rarely edifying. They are usually made
to draw attention away from the harm
we are doing by pointing to the bad
things our critics are doing.
But Pierre Martinus’ charge made in
Saturday’s Jakarta Post, that ‘Canberra is merely trying to save their own
“subject bodies” from the firing squad,
while slowly disposing of “abject
bodies” it does not want through
inhumane detention camps or returning them to foreign regimes that will
probably finish the job for them’, is not
so easily dismissed.
He rightly deplores the brutality
both of Indonesian and Australian
treatment of drug traffickers and
asylum seekers respectively. Both
are based on the logic of deterrence
– of potential drug traffickers and
of people who seek protection from
persecution.
Pragmatically, it must be admitted
that deterrence works. Manus Island
is its showpiece. The camp on Manus,
with its isolated and claustrophobic
location, long delay in processing
applications, and best option of an
uncertain residence in PNG, is a
gold-standard deterrent. No one
would cheerfully choose to end up
there.
Deterrence, like execution, is a transaction between human beings. So it is
important for us as Australians to look
beyond the language of policy with its
antiseptic formulations of push and
pull factors, unlawful boat arrivals,
transferees, migration zones and security of borders, to reflect on how the
deterrent value of Manus Island and of
execution is played out in human lives.
Only when we have weighed this will
we be in a position to applaud the
effectiveness and wisdom of our policy
or deplore its inhumanity.
Manus Island is an effective deterrent because people who seek protection from persecution can imagine
from personal experience what life on
Manus Island may be like. They have
lived in fear, are familiar with prisons
and licensed callousness, know what it
is like for all relationships and projects
to be put on hold. Because they seek
freedom, hospitality and the opportunity to begin a new and productive
life in a generous society, they can imagine the despair of being rejected by
that society and being transferred to
a prison without trial, with no access
to law and no guarantee of any future
anywhere. Manus Island will surely

Pierre Martinus in the Jakarta Post in late January

make them think again.
But few of us can imagine the effects
that the passing of time in detention
has on the spirit. As Patrick McGorry famously said, detention centres
are factories for producing mental
illness. When people, often already
traumatised by the past experiences of
persecution and flight, have infinite,
idle time to feel guilt because they can
do nothing to help their families, to
feel dread that they may be returned
to danger, and to feel frustration that
they must live in total dependence
and passivity, they naturally feel
prey to depression and rage. In an
environment like Manus Island that
they perceive as hostile, this distress is
exacerbated.
Of course what potential asylum
seekers do not see and cannot easily
imagine will not be an effective deterrent. But mental illness often finds
public expression in destructive activity. In enclosed and isolated situations
it leads to self-harm and to aggressive
behaviour. These increase the anxiety
of officers responsible for keeping people locked up in an orderly way, and
are often met by further restrictions
on their liberty. This can escalate to
organised protests and to their forced
suppression.
Where there is no access to independent information, Government
spokespersons minimise the incidents,
blame them on the people who seek
protection and on their supporters in
Australia, and reiterate their determination that no one from Manus Island
will settle in Australia. Accounts given
by the people themselves of what
has happened to them necessarily
lack context, and are discounted as
self-serving and hysterical.
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In Australia these incidents and the
response to them pass without much
notice. But they constitute an effective
deterrent. People who might seek
protection from Australia will notice
the lack of serious attention given to
death, injury and arbitrary imprisonment, the implacability of the Government and the impotence of its critics.
Most recently the sending of people
involved in the protest to a PNG jail
without trial underlines the powerlessness and imputed worthlessness of the
people imprisoned and their lack of recourse to law. It also focuses the minds
of others who may seek protection in
Australia on the fate that may await
them in PNG if they are found to be
refugees. Together with pushing back
the boats, in Manus Island Australia
has devised a very effective deterrent.
These are the human considerations
that must be taken into account when
we judge whether or not to applaud or
condemn the policy of which Manus
Island is the emblem. Deterrence, the
keystone of the policy, rests on using
the suffering of innocent people there
to deter others. Supporters of the policy will argue that such a cost is acceptable. I disagree - human beings should
never be subject to such a calculus.
But those who agree that the cost to
asylum seekers is acceptable will find
it hard to argue that the lives of two
young, reformed Australians are an
unacceptable price for deterring others
from trading in drugs.
Andrew Hamilton
is consulting editor of
Eureka Street.
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POSTSCRIPT
Welcome to the first UNAA SA
Newsletter for 2015.
After a break over the Christmas
New Year season, we are entering
what is already promising to be a busy
year. We need to begin by noting the
special issues planned for this time.

soils sustainably. There are many ways
to do this. Crop diversification which
is used by most of the world’s family
farmers is one of them: this gives time
for important nutrients to regenerate.”

The UN turns 70

On 25 June, 1945 at the San Francisco Opera House, the final full session
of delegates to the United Nations
Conference on International Organization met and stood – literally as well as
figuratively – together to signal their
unanimous approval of the Charter of
the United Nations. The next day, on
26 June, States’ representatives signed
both the UN Charter and the Statute
of the International Court of Justice,
although the Charter would not enter
into force until 24 October, 1945, once
the P5 and a majority of other signatory states each had ratified the Charter
and deposited notification of such
with the US State Department.

Following on from our UN Year of
Family Farming, soil is the foundation
from which our food is derived.

The Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs)

Eight international development
goals were established following the
Millennium Summit of the United
Nations in 2000, following the adoption of the United Nations Millennium
Declaration. All 189 United Nations
member states at the time (now 193),
and at least 23 international organizations, committed to help achieve the
following Millennium Development
Goals by 2015:
To eradicate extreme poverty and
hunger

We will celebrate the “UN turning
70” in a number of interesting and
informative ways during this year.

The UN International Year of
Light and Light-Based Technologies, 2015

See pages 1 and 2. The publication
of Ibn Al-Haytham book on optics one
thousand years ago marks a significant anniversary(we rarely celebrate
a thousandth anniversary). But also
significant are the bicentenary of
Fresnel’s book, Maxwell’s sesquicentenary, the centenary of Einstein’s
Theory of Relativity, and the fiftieth
anniversary of Penzias and Wilson’
discovery of the background radiation
with Kao’s work on optical fibres we
face a surfeit of important anniversaries in our understanding of light and
the electromagnetic spectrum.

The UN International Year of
Soils

To achieve universal primary education
To promote gender equality and
empower women
To reduce child mortality
To improve maternal health
To combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and
other diseases
To ensure environmental sustainability
To develop a global partnership for
development
As 2015 is the last year of the MDG
targets, during this year we will look
at what has been achieved, and then
towards the end of the year, look at the
outcome of the national consultations
on a post-2015 development agenda
that are under way in more than 70
countries.

Our First Discussion Evening
for 2015

Tuesday March 17th, 5.30 to 7.30 pm

During this year we will look at the
importance of soils .

See page 3 of this newsletter. Peter
Faulkner will talk about “The Treasures of the Flinders Ranges”. It is sure
to be a fascinating evening.

José Graziano da Silva, FAO Director-General says “We must manage

I apologise for getting the incorrect
date in our newsletter last year.
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These evenings are on the third
Tuesday of the odd numbered months.

Sanaz Khalili

Sanaz has been our Friday office
helper since she arrived from Iran
early last year. She has been assisting
Peter Faulkner with indexing, sorting
and filing in the office.
She has a Masters Degree in Industrial Engineering and 8 years national
and international experience as a
consultant, project control engineer,
and planner in oil and gas, energy and
manufacturing. She is moving to assist
Nyrstar as Project Management Consultant for the proposed upgrade of
their Port Pirie lead smelting facility.
We wish her well in her new job,
and express our thanks to her for her
contribution.

WILPF Centenary

On our Executive Committee Ruth
Russell represents the WILPF. The
Women’s International League for
Peace and Freedom (WILPF) aims to
achieve a more just and equal world,
free of war and violence, where
everyone has the full benefit of human
rights. In 1915 one thousand women
met in the Hague for an international
peace conference.
This is an important anniversary
for people dedicated to peace and
harmony.

Membership Renewal

Our end of financial year is 31
March, and membership falls due
then. New members who joined earlier
this year have no need to renew until
next year. A renewal certificate is
included with this newsletter.

UN in the News

On the membership renewal form
we have included web site details to
subscribe to email news services:
UNWire (daily from UN New York),
UNity (UNAA fortnightly news
from Canberra), and
UN in the News (daily from UNIC in
Canberra)
They are worth trying and you can
easily unsubscribe if you later change
your mind. If you have difficulty subscribing to any of these please contact
me.
February 2015
John Crawford, President
phone: 8344 4978
email: pres@unaasa.org.au.
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